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NEW QUESTION: 1
You plan to enable Stretch Database for a table named Table1.
You need to configure Table1 to move the data to Microsoft
Azure. The data must be moved at a later time.
How should you complete the statement? To answer, drag the
appropriate values to the correct targets. Each value may be
used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag
the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
When you enable Stretch for a table by specifying ON, you also
have to specify MIGRATION_STATE = OUTBOUND to begin migrating
data immediately, or MIGRATION_STATE = PAUSED to postpone data

migration.
Syntax:
&lt;stretch_configuration&gt; ::=
{
SET (
REMOTE_DATA_ARCHIVE
{
= ON ( &lt;table_stretch_options&gt; )
| = OFF_WITHOUT_DATA_RECOVERY ( MIGRATION_STATE = PAUSED )
| ( &lt;table_stretch_options&gt; [, ...n] )
}
)
}
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/statements/alter-tab
le-transact-sql?view=sql-server-2017

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which user characteristic may NOT be used to change keyword
bids in AdWords?
A. time of day
B. ad preference
C. location
D. device
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which statement about a Cisco Mesh Network when a radar event
is detected by the MAP on a mesh tree when coordinated channel
change is enabled Is true?
A. The MAP propagates radar event information to the RAP in the
same BGN. Searchs for a different parent working on a nono-dfs
channel and join there.
B. The MAP continues transmission of the beacons and probes for
10 seconds after the radar detection and suspends operation for
the next 30 mins.
C. The MAP immediately stops transmission of the current
channel and joins the parent again after 30 minutes after the
channel is marked as clean.
D. The MAP propagates the radar event information to the RAP
and the whole sector moves to the new channel.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/wireless/technology/mesh/8
-3/b_mesh_83/Troubleshooting.html
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